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ABSTRACT 

Spatial audio authoring and rendering becomes more 
and more important for sound designers, musicians, 
artists but also for audio engineers, industry and 
entertainment. To answer and discuss the many 
interesting research questions in that field a common 
technical basis for spatial audio is required. Such a basis 
can only be provided by defining a standardized and 
well accepted authoring format for spatial audio scenes 
on the one hand and a general audio rendering control 
protocol on the other. From experience an effective 
introduction of such a format requires not only the 
discussion of the format’s and protocol’s semantic and 
syntactic elements, it is also required to think about a 
feasible way to standardize the outcome of this process.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

In  [1] an ICMC panel discussion is proposed “with the 
intention to set on the development of a file format to 
create, store and share spatial audio scenes across 2D/3D 
audio applications and concert venues. This discussion 
shall include composers, sonic artists, researchers and 
developers in order to make such a format widely 
acceptable.” This paper explains background, attitude 
and goals of the authors’ position.  

2. POSITIONS 

Fraunhofer IDMT strongly supports the idea of 
developing an interchange format for spatial audio 
scenes. The goal of such a process must be to bring 
object oriented spatial audio to a wide acceptance and to 
accelerate the answer of research questions like scene 
scaling, layering, rendering, etc.  
It is not enough to discuss an authoring exchange format 
(incl. room simulation, dedicated spatial audio 
processing and user interfaces/ usability) only. It is also 
required to incorporate the rendering of spatial audio 
scenes with best possible reproduction quality using 
approaches like wave field synthesis (WFS) or higher 
order ambisonics (HOA). Additionally to the 
development of a authoring exchange format a general 
rendering control protocol (GRCP) has to be discussed. 
The goal of this protocol format is to connect different 
spatial audio authoring systems to different spatial audio 
rendering systems.  
Based on MPEG-4 XMT a format for storing object 
oriented WFS-Scenes – called XMT-SAW – had been 
developed already in 2003  [2]. Furthermore Fraunhofer 

can provide wide experience in the field of development, 
implementation and standardization of object oriented 
spatial audio formats  [3],  [4] as well as coding and 
compression of spatial audio (e.g.  [5]). Furthermore 
Fraunhofer did many contributions in the development 
of spatial audio reproduction systems (e.g.  [6]) but also 
in the development  of  appropriate authoring systems 
(e.g.  [6],  [7]). 
Fraunhofer IDMT recommends to use one of the existing 
authoring standards (MPEG-4 BIFS  [10], MPEG-4 
XMT  [11], AAF  [8] / OMF  [9] , …) as starting point for 
the discussion. These formats provide many concepts for 
object oriented spatial audio scenes, animation, 
interaction, linkage of audio streams etc. These 
standards are well documented and software 
development tools to process these formats already exist. 
The possibilities and drawbacks of these formats have to 
be discussed. Beside technical aspects the current state 
of the integration of these formats into existing audio 
products has to play a role.  
The MPEG-4 object oriented audio tools (Audio BIFS 
and Advanced Audio BIFS) were not able to gain a high 
degree of acceptance. A reason for this can be found in 
the difficulty to implement all of the proposed audio 
nodes, missing or low quality software bindings, and the 
fact that there were some parts standardized at an early 
stage which where partly future subject. A trade-off 
between standardization and viable implementation has 
to be found. It should be paid attention that software 
tools are provided to the community so that everybody 
can easily use the data format. 
Fraunhofer IDMT recommends the standardization of an 
interchange format for spatial audio scenes. But the 
standardization should not be done in advance or during 
the implementation and development of the appropriate 
reproduction systems. Experience shows that this can 
lead to a lack of acceptance and adoption of the 
standard. The proposed way would be to establish a 
basis standard. New description elements are provided to 
the community as user extensions. If a user extension 
has been discussed and widely accepted and adopted it is 
officially integrated into the standard.  

3. FORMATS 

The discussion of a common spatial audio authoring 
exchange format should start with a detailed review of 
existing work within that area. This chapter provides a 
short overview on existing formats that are related to 
spatial audio:  



  
 
 
MPEG-4 XMT-O  [11]: The Extensible MPEG-4 Textual 
Format XMT-O is an XML based high-level multimedia 
description language. It is closely related to SMIL. 
Fraunhofer used XMT-O as a starting point for the 
storing format of the Spatial Audio Workstation (SAW).  
MPEG-4 XMT-A  [11]: Like XMT-A is like XMT-O an 
XML based multimedia description language. XMT-A is 
more low-level oriented and incorporates descriptive 
elements that regard aspects of transmission and object 
identification.  
MPEG-4 BIFS: The MPEG-4 Binary Format for Scenes 
BIFS  [10] is a 1:1 binary representation of the XML 
based XMT-A. MPEG-4 BIFS make it possible to 
convey object oriented multimedia scenes using well 
organized small bitstreams. 
OMF: “The OMFI is a common interchange framework 
developed in repsonse to an industry led standardisation 
effort.” “Like Quicktime the primary concern of the 
OMFI format is concerned with temporal representation 
of media (such as video and audio) and a track model is 
used.”  [9] 
AAF: The Advanced Authoring Format AAF has been 
developed by a industrial consortium  [8]. AAF is a file 
format that allows the exchange of different kind of 
essence data along with metadata. There are several 
professional AV workstations that adopt AAF. 
X3D is the official successor of VRML   [13]. The 
format targets the creation of 3D virtual worlds, games, 
visualizations and interactive learning applications in 
real-time  [12]. 
SMIL  [14]: “The Synchronized Multimedia Integration 
Language (SMIL, pronounced "smile") enables simple 
authoring of interactive audiovisual presentations. SMIL 
is typically used for "rich media"/multimedia 
presentations which integrate streaming audio and video 
with images, text or any other media type.”  
iXMF  [15]: “The IASIG has developed, and continues to 
maintain, standards important to the interactive audio 
community, including the I3DL2 spec for interactive 3D 
audio, and the DLS family of file formats for musical 
instrument definitions.”  
Other references that deal with 3D Audio formats are 
 [16],  [17] and   [18]. 
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